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Ihe $hape of Experience

makes art. Adams spent the summer
and fall of lg00 haunting

the Great Exposition in paris, particularly
the hall ,f dy";;;::
the dynamos "became a symbol oi irrnniay
l,d
. . . ; *;
force, much as the early Christians
felt the Cross.,, During the
same summer he made excursions to
Notre Dame of A#errs
and to Charhes, and it was then that
he came to realize that
the Vir$1 as symbol was also a sour@
of energy: -Ail d;
steam in the world could not, Iike
the Virgin, build Chartres.,,
I end with the same p,"rpl:rity in- attemptiirg
to ffnd some way
of thinking reasonably about the
process. At the
outset I proposed that we deffne the"r"'"uu"
creative act as efiective
surprise-the production of novelty. It
is reasonable to suppose
tlat
will someday devise prop", scientiffc theory
1e
"
of understanding
"#;i;
and predicting
iuch acts. perhaps we
will
understand the energies that pioduce
the creative act much
as we have come to understand how
the dynamo produces its

energy.

r*
1'P.1l

It

may be, however, that there is another
mode of

t1, knowing how

the process generates itsetf, and

bethe way in which we understand how
symbols and
:Tr Tr.l
ideas li*e the Vir$n capture men,s thoughts.
Often it is the
poet who grasps these matters most firml|
and communicates
them most cuncisely. perhaps it is our
inceit that there is
only one way of understanding a phenomenon.
I h"rn"
that just as there is predictive-efiectiveness,
so is there"rg,r"J
meta_
phoric efiectiveness. For the while, at least,
we can do worse
than to live with a metaphoric understandr"S
rf creativity.
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We know now a new origin of the faint hissing
of the sea in the conch shell held to the ear.
It is in part the tremor and throb of the hand,
resonating in the shell's chambers. Yet, inescapably, it is the
distant sea. For Yeats, it would have been a reaffirmation of
his proper query:
O body swayed to music, O brightening glance,
How can we lnow the dancer from the dance?

And so with myth. It is at once an external reality and the
resonance of the internal vicissitudes of man. Richard Chase's
somewhat cumbersome deffnition will at least get us on our
way: 'Myth is an esthetic device for bringing the imaginary
but powerful world of preternatural forces into a manageable
cpllaboration with the obiective (i.e., experienced) facts of
life in such a way as to excite a sense of reality amenable
to both the unconscious passions and the conscious mind." I
That myth has such a function-to efiect some manner of
harmony between the literalities of experience and the night
impulses of life-few would deny. Yet I would urge that we
not be too easily tempted into thinking that there is an oppositional cpntrast between logos and mythos, the grammar of
experieuce and the grammar of myth. For each complements
the other, and it is in the light of this complementarity that I
wish to examine the relation of myth and personality.
'Qrust
1949).

fu

Myth (Batott Rouge: Louisiana State University

Press,
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Consider the myth ffrst as proiection, to use the conventional
psychoanalytic term. I would prefer the term "externalization"
better to make clear that we are dealing here with thc process
mentioned earlier in connection with works of art, scientiffc
theories, inventions in general-the human preference to cope
with events that are outside rather than inside. Myth, insofar
as it is fftting, provides a ready-made means of externalizing
human plight by embodying and representing them in storied

plot and characters.
What is the significance of this externalizing tendency in
myth? It is threefold, I would say. It provides, in the ffrst
instance, a basis for communion among men. What is "out
there" can be namcd and shared in a manner beyond the
sharing of subiectivity. By the subjectifying of our worlds
through externalization, we are able, paradoxically enough, to
share communally in the nature of internal experience. By
externalizing cause and effect, for example, we may construct
a common matrix of determinism. Fate, the full of the moon,
the aether-these and not our unique fears are what join us in
common reaction. Perhaps more important still, externalization
makes possible the containment of terror and impulse- by the
decorum of art and symbolism. Given man's search for art
forms, it must surely be no accident that there is no art of
internal feeling or impulse. We seem unable to impose what
Freud once called the artiffce of formal beauty upon our
internal sensations or even upon our stream of seemingly uncontrolled fantasy. [t is in the fact of fashioning an external
product out of our intemal impulses that the work of art
begins. There is no art of kinesthesis, and, mindful of Aldous
Huxley's fantasies, it is doubtful whether the titillatien of the
"feelies" could ever become an art form. Sharing, then, and
the containment of impulse in beauty-these are the possibilities offered by externalization.
Of the economy provided by the externalized myth, Iittle
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need be said. Dollard and Miller, looking at the psychotherapeutic process, have commented upon the importance of sorting and "labeling" for the paticnt.z That is to say, if one is to
contain the panicking spread of anxiety, one must be able to
identify and put a comprehensible label upon one's feelings

better to treat them again, better to learn from experience.
Free-floating anxiety, as Freud's translators have vividly called
the internal terror that seem causeless to the sufierer, cries
for anchoring. Therapy, with its drawn-out "working through,"
provides an occasion for fashioning an anchor of one's own. So
too with hopc and aspiring. In boundless form, they are proIogues to discnchantment. In time and as one comes to benefft
from experience, one learns that things will turn out neither
as well as one hoped nor as badly as one feared. Limits are set.
J\{yth, perhaps, serves in place of or as a fflter for experience.
ln the first of the world wars, the myth of the fearless soldier
lorced a repression of the fear one felt in battle. The result,
,rften enough, was the dissociation and fugue of shell-shock.
.\ quarter century later, a second world war, governed by a

,lifferent concept of mythic human drama, had provided a
nr(lilns of containment through the admission of human fear.
l'lrc case books of the two wars are as difierent as the myths
llr;rt men use to contain their fears and fatigue. The economical
lrrrr<'tion of myth is to represent in livable form the structure
,,1 tlrc complexities through which we must find our way. But
,.r( lr representation, if it is to be efiective, must
honor the
r .ur(,ns of economy that make art.
l.r'l rne illustrate my point by reference to Homer, parI r,
l;11f y to the madness of Aiax in the lliad. Recall the
occasion
,,1 tlr,'tleath of Achilles and the determination of Thetis
that
tl, lrravest man before Ilium shall have her slain sont
tttl\
Agamemnon must make the fateful decision, and it is
rr

I

Ittrllrrrd and N. E. Miller, Percorulity and. psychothaapy (New

[tr.(;raw-Hill, 1950).
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Odysseus and not Aiax u,ho receives the

gift o{ I{ephaestus-

forged annor. Ajax is lashed by human anger and a craving
for vengeance in a proportion to match his heroic capacities.
But before these impulses carr be expressed, there is an inter-

vention by Athene: Ajax is struck mad and slaughters the
captive Trojan livestock, cursing Agamemnon, Odysseus, and
Menelaus the whilc, in a manner that woulcl be described
today as a massive displacement of aggression, It is Athene,
then, who saves Ajax from a more direct expression of his
fury and saves the Creeks from a slaughter of their leaders.
Again we have the ingenious and rational interrrention of the
gods, a formal working out of internal plight in a tightly woven
and dramatic plot. It is much as E. R. Dodds has suggested in
examining the containment of irrationality in Grcek myth. The
clouding and bewildering of iudgment that is ate, or the
seemingly unnatural access of courage that is rnenos-both of
these sources of potential disruption of natural order are
attributed to an external agency, to a supernatural intervention, whether of the gods or of the Erinys.

I

suggest that in general the inward monition, or the sudden unaccountable feeling of power, or the sudden unaccountable loss of
judgment, is the germ out of which the divine machinerv developed.
One result of transposing the event from the interior to the external
world is that the vagueness is eliminated: the indeterminate daemon
has to be made concrete as some particular personal god.3

These were the gods that the Greeks shared, by virtue of
whom a sense of causation became communal, through the
nurturing of whom an art form emerged. The alternative, as
Philip Rahv comments in discussing the governess in "The
Turn of the Screw" and the chief protagonist in "The Beast in
the Jungle," a is to give up one's allotment of experience. [f one
cannot externalize the demon where it can be enmeshed in the

I

'The

Greeks and the

lrratiotnl (Boston:

I,t-15.

'The Great Short Nooels
1944), introduction,

l.]
:
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Beacon Press, 1957), pp.

of Hewg lames (New York: Dial

Press,
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texture <lf aesthetic experience, then the last resort is to freeze
and block: the overrepression and denial treated so perceptively by Freud in The Problem ol Anxiety.
What is the art form of the myth? Principally it is drama;
yet for all its concern with preternatural forces and characters,
it is realistic drama that, in the phrase of Wellek and Warren,
tells of "origins and destinies." As they put it, it comprises "the
explanations a society offers its young of why the world is and
why we do as we do, its pedagogic images of the nature and
destiny of man." 5 Ernst Cassirer senses a proper antinomy
rvhen hc notes that the m1,1[ somehow emphasizes the facelike
character of experience vvhile at the same time it has the
property of compelling belief. Its pou,er is that it iives on the
{r:ather line between fantasy and reality. It must be neither too
uood nor too bad to be true, nor may it be too true. And if it
ir the case that knowing through art has the function of conrrt:cting through metaphor what before had no apparent kin'.hip, then in the present case the art form of the myth connects
tlrc daemonic world of impulse with the world of reason by a

to each.

','r'isimilitude that conforms
IlLrt there is a paradox. On the one side we speak of myth
. :rn externalization; on the other we speak of it as a pedagogic
nu.rgo. This is surely a strange source of instruction! But it is

.r

of myth becomes sigGilbert Murray perceived the
r,,,rius of Homer and the Greeks: "This power of entering
.,, r,lly into the feelings of both parties in a conflict is . . . the
;,r,'r'isely here that the dramatic form

rrrli,'rrnt, precisely here where

' l,,r:rclr:ristic gift."

6

I rr'r'r'it for a moment to a consideration of the human

,,', ,,'rr:rlity, to the nature of the vicissitudes that are external, ,,1 *r rnyth. It is far from clear why our discordant impulses
,r irrruu(l and ordered in a set of identities-why one pattem
rr ,,, iVellek and Austin Warren, Theory of I'itenture (New York:
.r ,,,( ltra<:e, 1942), p. f80.
t !', tltnolure of Ancient Cteece (Chicago: University of Chicago
r,
t
'',,'), p. 43.
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of impulse is thc self-pitying little man in us, another thc
nurturing protector, another the voice of moral indignation.
Surely it is something more than the sum of identifications we
have undertaken in the cotrrse of achieving balances betrveen
Iove and independence, coming to terms rvith those who have
touched orrr lives. It is here that myth becomes the tutor, the
shaper of identities; it is here that personality imitates myth
in as decp a sense as myth is an externalization of the vicissitudes of personality.
Joseph Campbell writes:

In his lifc-form the individual is

necessarily only

a fraction

and

distortion of the total image of man. I{e is limitcd eithcr as male or
as female; at any givcn period of his life he is again limited as child,
youth, mature adult, or ancient; furthermore, in his life-role he is
necessarily specialized as craftsman, tradesman, servant, or thief,
priest, Ieader, wife, nun, or harlot; he cannot be all. Hence the
totality-the fullness of rnan-is not in the separate member, but in
the body of the society as a whole; the in&vidual can be only an
organ.?

But if no man is all, there is at least in what Campbell calls
the "mythologically instructed community" a co{pus of images
and identities and models that provides the pattern to which
growth may aspire-a range of metaphoric identiUes. We are
accustomed to speaking of myth in this programmatic sense in
reference to history, as when Sorel invokes the general strikc
of all workers as a dynamic image, or when Christians speak
of the Second Coming for which men must prepare themselves.
In the same sense, one may speak of the corpus of myth as
providing a set of possible identities for the individual person.
ality. It would perhaps be more appropriate to say that tlx.
mythologically instructed community provides its membrrrr
with a library of scripts upon which the individual may irrrlgt
the play of his mulUple identities. For myth, as I shall norv
t y to illustrate, serves not only as a pattern to which orx.
aspires but also as a criterion for the self-critic.

Take as an examplc thc myths that cmbody and personify
nlan's caPacity for happiness' 'l'he1' 61s not infinite in variety'
but valied enough. An early version is the Greek conception
of thc Five Ages of lr{an, the first of rvhich is the happy Age
of Golcl. As Robert Graves tells it: "These men were the socallecl golden race, subjects of Cronus, who lived without
,,"r", n. latror, eating only acorns, wild fruit, and honey that
never growing old, dancing, and
,lripped fr'orn the trecs .
l,rrrglhing much; death to them was no more terrible than
.,t,,,'p. fhey are all gone nor,r', but their spirits survive as happy
:,r'rri."' Tiris is thc myth of happincss as innocence, and in the
r llrristian traclition we know it as Man beforc the Fall' Inno, , n('t: ends either by a succcssful attempt to steal the knorvl, ' irr,r' of God or by aspiring to thc cognitive power of the gods'
l,,tlt,ris. Ancl with the end of innocence, there is an end to

with temptation to evil' The
,rr(':rppears to revolve around the acquisition and uses of

lr rlrlrincsS; knowledge is equatccl

,

l r,"r1'[1'dgg.

I

irc

ffi
i:s

ffi

'The Hero uith a Thousand Faces (New York: Meridian ltrnlr,

l9s6), pp. 382J83.

u'ill

-oversimplify

in the interest of brevity and say that

r, ,r,i tlrt'sc
*yiht there emerge two types of mythic plot:
"rtly
rl,, pLrt of innocence and the plot of cleverness-the former
t',,,,r,. ., kind of Arcadian ideal, requiring the eschewal of
,.,r,r1,1,'rily and awareness, the latter requiring the cultivatio-n
t .,,,,,1,,'1,'nce almost to the point of guile. The happy childt,, ,,1 llrr'14ood man as the child of God, the simple plowman,
rl,i li,,u,i\(':Itrian ideal of natural nobility-these are the crear,,.i ,,1 tlrc plot of innocence. At the other extreme there are
I .'. l,,l,r . lltc suitors, and Odysseus. [n Murray's words:

| 1,, .lr,' lras just learned on good evidence that Odysseus,is
I rlrll rt'turn immediatelylsuddenly determines that she

t
r
,r
,,r
|
,

1+
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t , rll I he suitors at y long6t, but brings down her husband's
,r's she will forihwiilr marry th; man who can shoot
i, r ,, lvr'.txt'h€ads with it! Odysseus hears her and is pleased!
,.t l,r' rlrut in the original'story there rvas a reason for
'., l,rrrrg tlrtr bow, ,.,dfot Odysieus to be pleased? It was
, r t lr l.lrlscrrs] meant Eurycleia [the old maidservant] to

i

r
r

I

,,

r

,,.1

! i

,, !

| \lqths (Baltimore:

Penguin Books, 1955)'
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Again and again in thc Creck nryths there are cleverncss,
competence, and artifice-Herakles, Achilles, Odysseus, Perseus

-wherever yotr look. It is the hoppy triurnph of clever competence with a supernatural assist. And yet therc is also the ideal
of the Age of lnnocence. So too in the later Christian tradition
and in our own tirnes. The manner in rvhich superior knowledge shorvs itself changes: the ideal of the crafty rvarrior, the
wise man, the interpreter of the word <lf Cod, the Renaissance
omnicompetcnt, the rvily merchant, the ffnancial wizard, the
political genius. If it is true that in sorne way each is suspect,
it is also true that each is idealized in his own way. Each is
presented as satisffed. New versions arise to reflect the ritual
and practice of each era-the modifications of the happiness of
innocence and the satisfaction of competence.
The manner in which man has striven for competence and
longed for innocence has refected the controlling myths of the
community. The medieval scholar, the Florentine prince, the
guild craftsman, as well as the withdrawn monastic of Thomas
I Kempis and the mendicant of St. Francis-all of these are
deeply involved with the mlhs of innocence and competence
and are formed by thenr. Indeed, the uncertainty in resolving
the dichotomy of reason and revelation as ways to know God
reflects the duality of the myth of happiness and salvation. It
is not simply society that patterns itself on the idealizing
myths, but unconsciously it is the individual man as well who
is able to bring order to his internal clamor of identities in
terms of prevailing myth. Life, then, produces myth and ffnally
imitates it.
In our own time, in the American culture, there is a deep
problem generated by the confusion that has befallen the
myth of the happy man. It reflects itself in the American
I The Litentwe ol Ancieat Greece, pp. 39{0.
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recognize him [by his scarl, to send the maids arvay, and brcak the
ne*r'i't<, Penelopl. 'l'hen husband and u,ife togcthcl arranged the
trial of the bow.e

1

JBF
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pcrsonality. Therc stilt lingers thc inno<:cnt Christian concepiion that liappiness is thr: natural statc of man-or at least of thc
chilcl and of tnan as irmoccnt -aDd that it is something that we
have <lonc or failed to do as indivicluals that crcates a rather
Protestantizecl and privatc unhappiness' The irnpact of Freud
has bcgun to destroy this rnyth, to replace it' Our popular films
may rrow, rvith artistry, depict the child as rnurderer' A generation of playwrights has clestroyed the remnants o[ Horatio
Algcr, replacing

it with tltc image of Arthur Miller's

salesman

dying by entropy, an objcct of compassion' We are no longer
a"'m-ythologicaily instructcd community"' And so one finds a
new generation strrrggling to find or to create a satisfactory
aud challenging mythic image.
Tvr<l srrch images secm to be emerging in the new generation. One is that of the hipsters and the sguares; the other is
'l'he first is the myth of
the idealization of creativc u'holeness.
the uncommitted wandering hero, capable of the hour's subjectivity-its "kicks"-participating in a new inwardness' It is
it tt',"rn" of reduction to the essentially personal, the hero
"
able to filter out the clamors of an outside world, an almost
masturbatory icleal. Eugene Burdick in Tlrc Reporter gives the
following account of a conversation in a San Francisco caf6
between two members of the Beat Generation:

"Man, I remember something when I was- little, a boy"'t9*9\o$f
narned i"" ,uyr. He is hunchld forward, 5is elbows on the table'
t".[f* "f wine between his hands. "About a dog. Little miserable
"dog of mine."
P'Yeah,
man, go on"' Mike says, his eyes- lighting.up'"l get up real iarly to do my PaPer route' Lo.:,Algclcs **,TY!:
astreets
aiw"ys empty, iust a few milk trucks and bakery
Lee s"ays.
like *6. Mi dog goes along, see? Every day
kids
t.r"tr'""a
"tt"iwith me. Little mongrel dog'"
he-"i""fr,
trots along

i""'t,

go on, man," Miki says, impatient for the story'

srrre
--' that it has meaning.
There we are in all ttose big empty streets' fust me- and the dog'
Srrn coming uP, paPers falling on the porches, me dreamtng and

;;lkfi;;e t[;
r,i["'

a.A trotting,']'Lee- savs' 'Then far awav' abo,t

? black mosq"uit;:

i

as

;3; thls hofped-up Model A"Wonderfrrl
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pipes on it, blatting so sv,,eet I could hear thenr for sir: blocks. I
stand there .n tlrc curb, listening to tlrat swect sor,d antl watchins
that car conrc wea'irrg dounr thit entpty str.cet. And tfr" if"e ,irrJ?
irr the gutter, walching too. That Mbdcl A gets Lriggcr ,,r?l I
.r.,
see.the.chrome.pi;leson the side, the twirr Sfi.omlrcifis srrcking air.
just eating up thc asphalt."
He pauses aud lr{ike.lcans_forward and says urgentlv, ..Now man,
come on, go. I wanna hear this."
"This Model A is a r,adster and thcre is a Mcxit'an drivirrrr anrl
;ir *7r.,".,
his girl
-rvit} him," Lee says slowly, stalking the climax.
across the strcct, and me and the'clog starJ at it. And it comes
for
,s in- a big slow curvc and hit Gat d"og. I{is back broke i; ;;;-;;;
and he rvas dead when h_e hit the stieet again. Lik; ti;-;;;;
" tEe eirl
cracki-ng a seed in his teeth .
same sound]I mean. A,d
stare backat me and laughs. AndI laugh. y'ou see

The two of them sit -quietly, krokiig dorvn at",hy,;;;i,,"--'
thl wine and
listening to rlrc jazz.. r{ike glances ou"" uI Lce arrd thc,r back at l-r'i

glass. He h_as .lcarned something sccret and privatel about Lee, and
tha.t is good enough. After a wh"ile they sit black, ,-ili"g, ,"a-iirte"
to ttre jazz.ro

It is not easy to create a myth and to emulate it at the same
time. James Dean and Jack Kerouac, Kingsley Amis and
John
Osborng the Teddy Boys and the hipsters: they do not make

a mythological community. They represent mythmaking in
process as surely as Hemingway's characters or Scott Fitz_
gerald's. What is ultimately clear is that even the attemp,ted
myth must be a model for imitating, a drama to be tried oi fo.
fit. One sees the identities of a group of young men being
"packaged" in terms of the unbaked myth. It is a
mold, I
prescription of characters, a plot. Whether the myth will be
viable, whether it will fft the internal plight, we do not know.
There are temporary myths, too. There was a myth of the
supernatural birth of a dead woman's son, a myth Boas found
in 1888 and again in 1900. By IgSl there was no traca of it.
What of the renewal of the myth of the full creative man?
It is even more inchoate than the ffrst, yet perhaps more
'o "The lnrrocent Nihilists Adrift in Squaresville,,, The Repottet, 3
April 1958, p.33.
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important. It is, as rve havc scen in ar)other contcxt, the
middle-agcd executive scnt back to thc universitl,by the cornpany for a ycar', wanting humarrities ancl not sales engineering;
it is this man tclling you that hc rvoulcl rather take life classcs
Satur'<lay morning at thc rnuseum school than be president of
the compan/; it is the adiectival extravaganza of the word
"creative," as in "creative advertising." It is as i[, given the
demisc of the myths of creatiorr and thcir replacement by a
scientific cosrnogony that for all its formal beauty lacks metaphoric forcc, the theme of creating becomes internalized,

creating anguish rather than, as in the externalized myths,
providing a basis for psychic rclief and sharing. Yet this selfcontaincd irnage of crcativity bccomes, I think, the basis for a
myth of happiness. But perhaps between the death of one myth
and the birth of its replacement there must be a reinternalization, even to the point of a culte de moi. That we cannot yet
know. All that is certain is that we live in a period of mythic
confusion that may provide the occasion for a new growth of
myth, myth more suitable for our times.
Indeed, one may ask whether the rise of the novel as an art
form, and particularly the subjectification of the novel since
the middle of the ninetcenth ccntury, whether these do not
symbolize the voyage into the interior that comes with the
failure of prevailing myths to provide external models toward
which one may aspire. For when the prevailing myths fail to
fit the varieties of mant plight, frustration expresses itself ffrst
in mythoclasm and then in the lonely search for internal
identity. The novels of Conrad, of Hardy, of Gide, of Camusparadoxically enough-provide man with guides for the internal search. One of Graham Greene's most tormented books,
an autobiographical fragment on an African voyage, is entitled
Joumey Without Maps. Perhaps the modern novel, in contrast
to the myth, is the response to the internal anguish that can
find no external constraint in myth, a form of internal map.

--*4Y6^{;
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But this is a matter requiring a closer scrutiny than we can
gi'e it here. suffice it t, say that the alternative to extcmalization in nryth appears to bc the internalization of the personal
novel, the first a communal elfort, the second the lone seareh
for identity.

_ve:P

I

I

ldentity and the Modern Novel

tu

History has been described, probably too
simply, as matt's efiort to make a home
for himself in the world. It might better
man to
be described as an extension of those urges that impel
find antecedents for his acts and his dilemmas, to find a PIoof history
logue for his posture toward the future' The writing
grasp
society's
tn" q,r"ri fo. identity share a paradox' A
"rrl
of its hisiory and a man's sense of his identity, when fully
the curachieved, are final acts. But a community washed by
concepits
of
sharing
a
to
come
rents of growth does not easily
answers
man
no
tion of oiigirrt or the meaning of events' And
of
easily theluestions: "Who am I, where do I belong' and
what am I caPable?"
Why are rr-"h irrrr", so elusive? Perhaps it is as a brilliantly
intuitive woman once Put it in trying to understand the Jamesmust
Lange theory of emotion: "Yes, yes, what William James
h"rJ begrrn'with is, 'How do I know what I am until I fee]
in
what I Jo?"'Marlow voyages up the Congo toward Kurtz

"Heart of Darkness" and is in a constant anguish of action'
Conrad,s."TheSecretSharer''isnoconversationpiecebetween
the young captain and his double, Leggatt' At the climax' the
t""t.t t it ship-"on my conscience- it had to be thus
"apiain
.lJse'-to a point where 'the black mass of Koh-ring' like the
gate of the lverlasting night, towered over the tafirail"' The
of
rrlienated narrator in C"mrrt' The Strunger achieves a sense
his identity only by living out the consequences o[ a senseless
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